TOD’S SPRING/SUMMER 2021
EYEWEAR COLLECTION

Tod’s presents the new Spring/Summer 2020/21 eyewear collection, which revolves around two themes. The first
theme of Iconic is made up of standout frames characterized by exclusive leather detailing from skillful manufacturing
techniques. These frames feature leather threading, a unique stitching technique done entirely by the hands of expert
Italian artisans. Also appearing in this segment is leather braiding, the skillful art of weaving colored leather strips
together to lend a distinctive, handcrafted feel to each product. The second theme, Timeless, lends a contemporary,
elegant twist to retro-inspired frames through the instantly recognizable metal T detail. Other signature elements of
Tod’s frames include vintage inspirations and premium materials inspired by the brand’s at large.
New to this collection is a larger, bolder T detail. This iconic element adds the perfect level of distinctiveness and appears
throughout other new releases in the Tod’s accessories collections.

Sunglass Collection
TO0289
The perfect style for the woman who wants to be noticed, the square frame conveys a retro allure while staying in tune
with modern trends. The new, larger iconic T, dons the frames temples for unmistakable brand element and ties back
to the brand’s greater accessories collection.
TO0290
An elevated take on modern trends, the oversized round frame offers a classic aesthetic. The new, larger iconic T, dons
the frames temples for unmistakable brand element and ties back to the brand’s greater accessories collection.
TO0291
A tribute to Made in Italy craftsmanship, the women’s sunglass features the brand’s signature leather treading along
the temples. Delivered in refined, lightweight metal with a sleek double bridge, the style makes for the perfect modern,
elevated accessory.

TO0293
Perfect for the man in search of a modern, elevated sunglass, the square frame offers a sleek, lightweight design. The
new, larger iconic T, dons the frames temples for unmistakable brand element and ties back to the brand’s greater
accessories collection.
TO0294
A classic, luxury staple, the lightweight, men’s pilot sunglass stands out for its all new oversized T detail. The iconic
temple detail makes for unmistakable brand touch and ties back to the house’s greater accessories collection.

TO0297
A signature Tod’s frame, the men’s design features the house’s iconic leather threading at the temples and a metal logo
plaque at the temple tips.

TO0309
The hero piece of the men’s collection, the round frame features an innovative folding design for impressive
functionality. Delivered with a dedicated square case and pouch, you’ll want to keep these frames ready in your pocket
for any occasion.

TO0310
Unveiled at the Fall/Winter 20-21 Tod’s fashion show, the avant-garde style is designed for a feminine, refined woman.
The new, larger iconic T, dons the frames temples for unmistakable brand element and ties back to the brand’s greater
accessories collection.

Optical Collection
TO5246
A classic Tod’s frame, the optical style features the house’s iconic leather threading along the temples. Thanks to its
sleek structure, this style is extremely lightweight and comfortable.
TO5250
A tribute to Made in Italy craftsmanship, the round acetate frame is elevated by the brand’s iconic leather threading at
the temples.
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